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Abstract

The rise of US conventional aerospace capabilities as displayed in Operation DESERT STORM and in all later conventional combat operations combined with the breakup of the USSR has greatly changed the way the US, our allies and potential adversaries view the value of weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Given the great expense and time required to develop, organize, train and equip conventional forces to counter US aerospace capabilities, potential adversaries will likely view WMD capabilities as a viable alternative. US, allied and international efforts to insure national and alliance strategy, arms control efforts, operational planning and fielded capabilities must adapt from Cold War “mindsets” to counter these potential threats.

This paper identifies the theoretical debate on why states chose to possess WMD capabilities and how they chose to control their use. It reviews US and international efforts to identify, track, deter and control the development and deployment of WMD after the demise of the USSR in 1991. A theoretical model of emerging WMD nations is proposed to assist in shaping counter proliferation policy and capabilities. A discussion of US, allied and international organizations obligations and opportunities for preventing further development and deployment of WMD around the world, countering these capabilities before, during and after combat operations is provided. A number of case studies and a theoretical scenario are presented to define potential alternatives available to deter and counter potential adversaries. A counter WMD “toolkit” of policies and
capabilities, which will provide US, allies and international organizations a potential improved ability to deal with these emerging threats are proposed.
Introduction

At the dawn of the 21st Century, the US now faces what could be called a Superpower Paradox. Our unrivaled supremacy in the conventional military arena is prompting adversaries to seek unconventional, asymmetric means to strike what they perceive as our Achilles heel. At least 25 countries possess—or are in the process of acquiring and developing—capabilities to inflict mass casualties and destruction: nuclear, biological and chemical (WMD) weapons or the means to deliver them. –US Secretary of Defense William S. Cohen, *Proliferation: Threat and Response*, January 2001.

We live today in a world much different from that of just ten years ago. The bipolar superpower confrontation that defined so much of the policy and decision making of every nation died with the Union of Soviet Socialists Republics (USSR) and the world seems to be a much more dangerous place. One clear indication is the spread of nuclear, biological and chemical capabilities far beyond the traditional nuclear powers. In NATO, the US and its allies have all but abandoned the reliance on tactical nuclear weapons once considered their best last line of defense against the numerically superior Warsaw Pact forces of the Cold War. With steadily growing superior quality and quantity of conventional military forces demonstrated in US military combat operations since 1990, US military strategy seems to have all but abandoned any warfighting doctrine that includes the use of nuclear weapons. Operations against Iraq and in the Balkans have shown that US and its allies have a wide array of conventional means to punish an aggressor. Viewed from the receiving end of this military might, various states are looking for alternatives. Having watched NATO spend the Warsaw Pact into oblivion, the members of the “countries of concern” club who still seek to meet perceived threats, limit
foreign influence in their regions, expand their own influence and maintain domestic support for their leadership are reaching for relatively low cost alternatives to conventional military capability. In the wake of NATO’s Operation Allied Force, even Russia feels the need to reconsider the use of nuclear weapons to stand as a defense to US conventional arms.

To best determine how to effectively deal with this new world, we need to look at the reasons and motivations behind this new security environment. Current theory and policy making have historically differed in their approach to dealing with emerging security issues. This paper will attempt to use both to begin to find new ways to address the most important defense issue of the 21st century: the growing threat of WMD proliferation. By combining available open source information on theory, policy, history, and WMD proliferation, a model of a modern WMD “player” emerges that is far different than the superpower states of the Cold War. This WMD reliant state model can be used to identify successful policies and capabilities to develop in response. With the model and theory in mind, we will review several brief case studies that highlight international non- and counter-proliferation efforts and the challenges that remain. These case studies lead to a suggested “toolkit” of policies and capabilities that restrain reduce and if necessary defend against WMD.

The group of nations that possess or are developing nuclear weapons continues to grow with several having parallel chemical and biological programs. While biological and chemical weapons pose a significant threat given the relative ease of developing them in comparison to nuclear capabilities, nuclear weapon proliferation remains the greatest threat to regional and global security. By reexamining the available approaches to controlling nuclear proliferation, many of these approaches will have direct application to controlling the spread of other forms of
WMD. The US in cooperation with allies and partners should consider these options as necessary tasks in the new security environment of the 21st century.

The New Balance of Terror: Cold War Theory Adapted to New World

"Over the long term a policy of deterrence threatens to founder on the fact that too few people are sufficiently rational or wise, with respect to either diplomacy or strategy, to make it work." – Bernard Brodie, *Strategy in the Missile Age*

From the time of the first use of atomic weapons against Japan until the demise of the Soviet Union, an important body of work was built to describe the political, military and economic dynamic of our nuclear world. Deterrence theory greatly assisted western politicians and military leaders alike to understand the complex world of competing ideologies that built vast stockpiles of weapons capable of creating the destruction of entire nations just 30 minutes after initial missile launch. Nuclear winter was avoided only to reveal a more complex dynamic of multiple nuclear powers and other states that desired the commensurate respect and power of having the “bomb.” But today, many states are seeking to even the balance of power either in their region or on the global stage with the full range of WMD capabilities. The nations in the Middle East, for example, show the depth of the problem in that region (Figure 1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Nuclear</th>
<th>Biological</th>
<th>Chemical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Development?</td>
<td>Stockpiled Used in 1963-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Deployed Used in 1984-88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Deployed</td>
<td>Production capability</td>
<td>Production capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Development?</td>
<td>Deployed Used in 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>None?</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Development?</td>
<td>Deployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>Deployed</td>
<td>Terminated</td>
<td>Dismantling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Middle East Region Nations WMD Program Status**

While an argument can be made that political leaders have rarely relied on theorists to provide the needed policy answers, this paper will attempt to bridge the gap between theory and practice in dealing with WMD proliferation. Leading political scientist Scott D. Sagan believes the logic for acquiring WMD capabilities and making them ready for use can be best explained from three theoretical frameworks: organizational theory, realism, and strategic culture theory. By understanding and building on the current theory, we can determine how to deal with those states that chose to be neither rational nor wise.

**Organizational Theory**

If a growing number of states are reaching for WMD capabilities, we need attempt to understand the mindset toward how and why the nations that already possess these capabilities would use them. Organizational theory holds that a military’s plans and doctrine for the use of WMD capabilities would follow a rational approach, seeking to keep procedures simple to understand and as a result be rapidly adaptable to a world of uncertain threats. Additionally,
according to organizational theory, military officers, like members of any organization, would have parachocial interests that insure they will be “concerned with the security of the state they are employed to protect but also with protecting their own organizational strength, autonomy, and prestige.” Sagan points out that these interests are no always in line with the best interests of the state and that as a result of these biases military officers tend to chose offensive minded doctrines. The role and influence of the US Strategic Air Command under the leadership of General Curtis LeMay on US military doctrine, weapon procurement, and operational employment is one possible historical example of this theory. According to Sagan, organizational theory predicts five additional features of military doctrine.

Organizational theory predicts that militaries will: 1) desire preventative wars in an effort to retain their national security; 2) prefer civilian non-interference in operational planning in order to prevent inadvertent escalation; 3) “advocate large-scale preemptive strikes, if adequate warning is available and, at a minimum, the development of launch-on-warning options if technically feasible”; 4) prefer counterforce over countervalue targeting (military forces vs civilian populations targets); and 5) are unlikely to develop secure, second-strike forces without direction from the state’s leadership. All of these tendencies are typically countered in states that have a tradition of firm civilian control over the military. However, because the military determines doctrine directly in states with little or not direct civilian control, the state’s policy is directly determined by this doctrine. But Sagan points out that even in the US where law and tradition require firm civilian control, the highly complex and technical nature of the military’s doctrine and how it translates this doctrine into war plans and operations can be beyond the ability or desire of the civilian authorities to fully review and change. If civilians do get a grasp on the militaries concepts, military officers, according to organizational theory, will “likely exert
subtle or unsubtle pressures to maintain their doctrinal preferences”, the most common of which is the argument to maintain a doctrine due to military necessity.\textsuperscript{8} If organizational theory were all-inclusive as an explanation for how states will act with WMD, why have states limited their use and in some cases worked to eliminate them altogether? Realism, or the idea that a balancing of one state’s power against others is another possible explanation.

**Realism**

According to Sagan, realism sees states as “the principle actors in international politics and that relative power among states is the critical factor that determines differences in their behavior.” Realism assumes states and their leadership are rational, will always act in their own interest especially to protect their security. The only check on a state leadership’s desire to act is their current military capabilities vis-à-vis other states. One aspect of this theory is the suggestion that a state with a strong desire to change the current situation to its favor, especially a state that is equal or weaker than its enemies would seek out offensive capabilities such as WMD. It also suggests that a stronger state that sees a developing threat from a weaker one acquiring these weapons will likely seek a preventative strike or war to slow or stop their WMD development.\textsuperscript{9} If preventative war or even successful first strikes is placed in doubt by the opposing states military capability, states will seek a secure second-strike capability. While this would seem to raise the possible likelihood of war, realism theorists are not united on this concept.

Some realists point out that a “stability/instability paradox” exists for states that develop and deploy weapons as a counter to another state’s capabilities. For example, one state may fear another’s conventional superiority and develop WMD as a counter only to risk having the enemy state develop WMD as well. Another problem area for realists is determining how states with
both conventional and WMD capabilities will deal with each other. Will they chose to attack conventionally under the threat of WMD attack? Or will they be deterred from attack themselves due to the risk of WMD retaliation? How does this theory play out with multiple players in a region where some are actively engaged in combat and the potential for additional states being brought into the fight?  

The US efforts in the Gulf War to keep Israel from responding to Iraq’s Scud attacks can be seen as a state’s effort to deal with the complexity of multiple WMD capable states interacting while engaged in combat keeping especially when the coalition allied against one state is politically fragile. Realism’s “stability/instability paradox” was successful, Sagan points out, in predicting Soviet behavior in relation to their attempts to threaten nuclear attack in the 1958 and 1961 Berlin crises. US pledges to conventionally defend the city were sufficient to get the Soviets to cease using nuclear threats to achieve their desired goals. But this example is from the bipolar days gone by. How do we deal with the multi-sided problem of regional WMD capable states in their balances of power? What would the US leadership decide to do if, a regional war were to break out between two nuclear capable states like India and Pakistan knowing that China has an interest? Choosing sides as two or more WMD capable states saber rattle will clearly be a more complex decision especially for the US than a decade ago.

**Strategic Culture**

Organizational theory and realism are not fully sufficient to predict how a state will chose to deal with questions of military doctrine. In a third view, strategic culture theorists believe 

“strategic choice is determined by different cultural influences on decision makers and not by the rational pursuit of similar national security or functional organizational interests. Individual leaders act according to what they believe is appropriate behavior, not according to clear and objective interests shared by all leaders. This cultural perspective finds the roots of military doctrine in historical experiences and resulting myths, religious beliefs, and norms, and it suggests that
different states in similar strategic conditions (or different organizations in similar conditions) would likely develop different military doctrines.”

In the Cold War, the US and Soviet military doctrines were different, according to this theory because American and Soviet decision makers came from different cultures. This theory was found to be incomplete after the fall of the Soviet Union due to lack of their ability to explain why doctrine couldn’t have developed as they did as a result of organizational or realist theory. Sagan states that declassified evidence from the Cold War shows both states developed a counterforce targeting doctrine and were prepared to engage in a “prolonged nuclear war, and hoped to limit damage even in the event of a major nuclear exchange.”

Recent work on this theory points to domestic politics having the greatest influence on military doctrine and moral norms as having the greatest affect on WMD use decisions of state leaders. Some strategic culture theorists argue that state leaders are really politicians who exercise their control over the military in order to keep domestic support or in some cases to insure against a coup. Some states develop nuclear weapons, strategic culture theory predicts, as an affirmation of national pride, of being an advanced or modern society, or of scientific achievement. Other states due to their experience in WWII will likely always reject any WMD capability such as Japan or Germany. This aversion to unconventional weapons can be on a global basis as seen in recent efforts to eliminate chemical weapons but unless all nations see this as the norm, strategic culture theory would predict a lingering potential for their use.

Any additional nation or group aspiring to possess WMD capabilities would likely have visible behaviors that are explained by parts of each of these three theories. For example, Iraq’s behavior in attacking Kuwait in 1990 is not fully explained by organizational theory or realism as much as by strategic culture. Saddam saw Kuwait as traditionally belonging to Iraq, calculated his military advantage over any power in the area and believed he could convince his
Arab neighbors of the righteousness of his act. His development of WMD and missile capabilities can be seen as the act of a realist state to possess a counter balance to Israel’s displayed military might and undeclared nuclear capability. A rational act that in this case must be seen from Saddam’s point of view regardless of the morality of his other actions. Until his invasion of Kuwait, the UN had little moral authority to sanction a sovereign state from acquiring WMD as Iraq did.

Developments on the Indian sub-continent would suggest that India developed nuclear weapons from a strategic culture point of view at first, and then developed their military doctrine well after achieving a nuclear test. Pakistan’s acquisition of nuclear capabilities would best be seen as a mix of realism and strategic culture. Part of the nuclear legacy that cannot be denied is the political power and prestige a state gains on the world stage as a result of having nuclear weapons. This desire to be respected can be strong enough to push states to develop capabilities that they have no intention of using in war but nonetheless must be respected by both neighbors and superpowers alike. Permanent membership in the UN Security Council could be argued rests on nuclear capability. Joining the nuclear club or at least the WMD capable club can override a nation’s moral beliefs if recognition is desired or a lack of financial resources required for a large conventional capability drives one’s politicians. Once a nation has this awesome capability, how does it deal with it? The demise of the Soviet Union has led many nations to be concerned about the security of both Russia’s military nuclear capability as well as the portions of their nuclear industry that might be finding new homes elsewhere in the world.

This fear is heightened when one considers the possibility of violent changes in government of any of the nuclear capable states. It also lies at the heart of the debate over deployment of future missile defense systems. If states develop WMD and seek to combine
these weapons with missile technology, the need for such a defense becomes more likely if either an overt and secure command and control capability for all such states is not in place. Without doubt the installation of the “hotline” between Washington and Moscow combined with the assistance given by the US to the former USSR in the establishment of positive control capabilities reduced the likelihood of an inadvertent launch during the Cold War. Newer nuclear capable states may not have the benefit of these controls raising the risk of improper use. The key area that directly bears on both external and internal abilities to deal with WMD can be found in the command and control system each WMD capable nation develops. Any attempt to reduce and eventually eliminate WMD must first assist a WMD reliant nation in securing their arsenal.

Command and Control: How States Deal With Special Weapons

Before an effective set of capabilities to deal with proliferation can be selected, a good understanding of how new members of the WMD capable “club” deal with these weapons from an internal command and control perspective. For any attempt to control another’s use of WMD to be taken without first considering their likely reaction. To gauge these reactions, the best available public information is derived from new research based on the work of the Cold War deterrence theorists. As would be expected, little information exists on the internal workings of various nations command and control of WMD in particular nuclear weapons. Even the US has revealed very little of the exact workings of the nations nuclear forces.

The relatively small amount of research or scholarly writing that has been done on how emerging WMD capable nations intend to control these new capabilities is derived from newly available historical records of early US nuclear planning and deployment. One of the leading theorists in this field, Peter Feaver, has ventured to propose a framework for understanding the
likely command and control of emerging WMD capable nations. He believes that command and control of nuclear weapons has been a central topic in the study of US nuclear policy, but has received “only cursory treatment in most proliferation studies.” He cites legendary deterrence theorist Kenneth Waltz as leading the spotlight away from this area due to Waltz’s belief that all new nuclear states will find a way to build an effective command and control means to secure their arsenals. Given the record over the six decades, a closer study is required.

**Feaver’s Command and Control Framework**

“New nuclear nations will face special challenges in developing command and control systems, but these hurdles are not radically different from the ones that confronted US policy makers.” Peter Feaver, “Command and Control in Emerging Nuclear Nations,” International Security 17 (Winter 1992-93)

Feaver’s framework for evaluating emerging nuclear states’ command and control systems is based on his understanding of the US nuclear command and control system and suggests two possible methods will be used by new nuclear powers: assertive or delegative. Assertive command and control systems are responsive to a desire to retain decision making at the highest level of the state. Delegative systems allow the decision to employ weapons at a much lower level in the chain of command. The US has used both systems at various times and with different nuclear systems. Whether a new nuclear state chooses one system over another depends on their perception of the threat. To those of us who might be the target of these systems one day, this is not a trivial issue. Assertive command and control systems tend to fail in a way that renders the WMD systems “impotent” or incapable of being used. Delegative command and control systems with the ability respond even if the state leadership is unable to participate in the decision to do so would be more likely to “fail deadly” or be used in an unwarranted way either intentional or unintentional. These two systems represent the dilemma states face with nuclear, and one could argue any WMD, of wanting the weapons to be always
available for use but never used accidentally or for the wrong reason or by the wrong people. States want these special weapons and the system leadership will use to control them to be reliable, safe and secure. Both assertive and delegative systems are designed to deal with a specific threat to the states ability to use the weapons.

**Threats to Command and Control: Decapitation and Unwanted Use**

Both assertive and delegative nuclear command and control systems face distinct threats to their use in a reliable, safe, and secure manner. To develop a system capable of dealing with all potential threats is extremely expensive and likely beyond the means of all but the wealthiest nations. Decapitation is a “successful first strike that renders the defender’s arsenal unusable either because the attack destroys the delivery systems (or the weapons themselves), or because the attack so disrupts command and control that retaliation becomes infeasible.” Decapitation or the ultimate leadership attack is the principle threat to the assertive control of nuclear weapons. A state that has no credible threat of decapitation or has a higher concern of loss of central control of the weapons is likely to choose an assertive system. Feaver cites the potential that fear of decapitation

> “could induce both the new proliferator and its regional enemies to adopt attack-on-warning postures. Such ‘nuclear hair triggers’ would greatly exacerbate regional tensions and raise the specter of an accidental nuclear war sparked by false warnings or miscalculation.”

Delegation is the primary method to deal with decapitation. The key threat to delegation is the increased possibility of an accident, theft or unauthorized use. Feaver believes the US system has at various time incorporated features of both systems. Delegative orders were given to the US ballistic missile submarine fleets while tactical nuclear weapons in Europe were fitted with Permissive Action Links (PALs) that typically required use of a code that prevented any unauthorized use.
Effective command and control systems use a combination of hardware (PALs, locks, safeties), procedures that require two people working in agreement, personnel monitoring programs to ensure only the most reliable personnel are involved, and redundant communications networks. All of these measures are designed to assure the command and control system works to the satisfaction of state leadership. While these measures can be expensive, emerging states can adopt relatively inexpensive means to control the weapons once they have decided the type of system they desire. For example, India chose to disperse their weapons in a disassembled state.\textsuperscript{22} This clearly prevents accidental or undesired use if no one person or unit can get unauthorized access to all of the parts. India seems to have chosen safety over the inability to rapidly respond to an attack.

Feaver believes that one popular argument given to raise concern that emerging WMD states is invalid. The “Primitive Capability” argument posits that third world despots who fear neither death or nuclear threats possess only low tech sophistication and are unable to solve the necessary command and control problems on their own resulting in a fail deadly system. Critiqued by Waltz and Feaver,

“nuclear nonproliferation studies….ignore(s) the strong incentives that new proliferators will behave responsibly. Nuclear accidents are sufficiently terrifying to sober all but the most irrational of leaders. Moreover, a proliferator could achieve a nuclear capability only at great cost; it would have every incentive to preserve its valuable new asset.”\textsuperscript{23}

The Primitive Capacity argument

“overstates the difficulty of crafting assertive command arrangements; in fact, some of the most assertive measures are decidedly ‘low tech,’ e.g. refraining from assembling nuclear components into a workable weapon…. not predisposed against assertive control, …none is precluded from developing an assertive command and control system.”\textsuperscript{24}

Another leading theorist, Lewis Dunn, believes that financially constrained states’ desire to get the weapons developed and into their arsenal will override the need to develop expensive and
technically complex safety systems. Feaver provides a more sophisticated way to determine what kind of nuclear command and control system a state is likely to develop.

Feaver believes a key factors approach should be used to determine which way a proliferator will develop his C2 system. Two key factors “the pattern of civil-military relations and the “time-urgency” of the arsenal together influence whether the command system will be assertive or delegative.” These factors can be applied to any state regardless of its type of government, structure of military, or characterization of the threat it may face. Civil-military relations of the state should be measured on a scale of stability. Feaver states that since a command and control system is likely to reflect the underlying pattern of civil-military relations. Nuclear weapons are added to an existing power structure and must be wielded by existing actors in the political spectrum. Accordingly, the prevailing pattern of civil-military relations, which sets the broad parameters for the brokering of the power in the state, will influence the nature of the command and control system.

He cites the French experience in 1961 where as a nuclear device was being readied for a test in Algeria, DeGaulle faced down four generals who tried to seize the weapon by ordering the rapid completion of the test. This event shows that even so-called western democracies can be subject to instability normally associated with developing or politically volatile states. His first proposition states: “The more stable the civil-military relations, the more delegative the command and control system; the more volatile the civil-military relations, the more assertive the command and control system.” Some have argued that states with autocratic rulers who retain control for a lifetime such as in Cuba, Iraq, and North Korea have through various means achieved a certain stability. But is this kind of stability enough to allow the leader to delegate?

Feaver’s second proposition on how a command and control system is likely to be designed deals with threat perception: “(t)he greater the time-urgency, the more likely the
command and control system will be delegative.” In other words, a state that is directly threatened and equally importantly sees the threat will more likely place the decision and capability to use its nuclear weapons further down the chain of command, most likely at the field level where the weapons are deployed. The dilemma then for an emerging nuclear state is in determining how best to protect both the capability to use the weapons and the state leadership simultaneously. Secrecy is clearly the standard for them to keep their potential enemies off balance. Feaver states this was exactly the problem the US faced after 1945: “how to design a command and control system that balances the always/never problem and minimizes the twin threats of decapitation and unwanted use.”

Ensuring all WMD capable nations have sufficient expertise and reliable systems in place to effectively command and control all aspects of their programs and weapons is highly problematic. An emerging WMD capable nation has sought these capabilities for purely national desires. Any external assistance is likely to be highly limited to provide no more than the desired ends. Given the likelihood of accident or other incident, relying solely on the intellectual capital that a nation has or the direct influences of national leadership to gain WMD systems at any cost places the WMD state, its neighbors, and potentially the world community at grave risk. Long acknowledged as a significant global issue, the international community has attempted to control acquisition of WMD. Several nations, most notably the US, have worked to have the ability to deal with an emerging WMD nation as these efforts fail.

**International Efforts to Control Proliferation**

Since 1991, arms control efforts have broadened from focusing on the balance of strategic nuclear capabilities and conventional arms reductions of NATO and the former Warsaw pact. As nations are reluctant to relinquish the “right” to possess WMD capabilities,
international efforts to control the spread of these capabilities have sought to divide the problem into specific parts. As a result, seven treaties and regimes have been developed. Each is targeted at only one aspect of WMD proliferation and several have fundamental weaknesses that inhibit them from being successful. The US view of these efforts in relation to “countries of concern” can be seen in the chart below (Figure 2). Nuclear and biological restrictions are more readily accepted than chemical or missile limits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>NPT</th>
<th>CTBT</th>
<th>NSG/ZC</th>
<th>BWC</th>
<th>CWC</th>
<th>AG</th>
<th>MCTR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>-/M</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-/-</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>-/-</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-/-</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-/-</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Korea</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-/-</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-/-</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>M/M</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-/-</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*S=Signe M=Memb
R=Ratified

NPT = Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty
CTBT = Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty
NSG = Nuclear Suppliers Group
ZC = Zangger Committee
AG = Australia Group
BWC = Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention
CWC = Chemical Weapons Convention
MTCR = Missile Technology Control Regime

Figure 2. Adherence To International Treaties And Regimes For Countries Of Concern

As each aspect of WMD presents unique challenges to the arms controller, one of the keys to achieving success lies in understanding the efforts required to acquire and sustain them. Nuclear, biological, chemical weapons and their associated delivery systems present different
technical difficulties and financial burdens to the host state. Nuclear weapons represent the
greatest challenge to any state that desires to develop a true weapons capability. While popular
media have tended to emphasize the apparent ease of gaining the needed information on weapon
construction from open sources such as the Internet, having such knowledge like any area of
endeavor must be supported by experts and sustained funding. While the spread of nuclear
technology has been an international concern for decades, the proliferation of biological and
chemical capabilities from the former Soviet Union presented an equally daunting problem.

Research has revealed that prior to 1991, the USSR had “over sixty research institutes
brimming with the intellect, skills and weapons materials” that produced

“an entirely new generation of nerve agents, genetically altered strains of anthrax
and plague, and explored disease combinations called chimeras. The Soviets
produced thousands of tons of anthrax, smallpox, and plague, not to mention at
least 40,000 tons of nerve and blister agents.”

Initial efforts to contain this stockpile and gainfully employ over 10,500 key chemical
and biological experts have been modest at best. One recent research effort indicated that
the vast majority of these individuals have chosen to remain in their home country
forsaking potential higher incomes for home and family. Given the potential demand
for these capabilities and services “off-the-shelf” combined with the desire by both
private organizations and government agencies for hard currency in Russia, additional
emphasis is clearly needed.

Since the expertise, equipment, natural resources, support infrastructure and
processes needed to test a nuclear device are expensive and carry a greater political
responsibility than other forms of WMD, some states have chosen to take a more direct
approach toward a full weapons capability than betting on their indigenous efforts.
Collaboration vice rugged individualism among proliferating states has been the key
feature of these efforts. North Korea has assisted a number of nations with exports of critical missile technology. China, France, and Russia have assisted various countries nuclear power programs that must be assumed to have direct application to any of these assisted states nuclear weapons programs. When faced with an obvious threat, only direct efforts like the 1994 US accord with North Korea and the UN inspections and destructions in Iraq have brought significant results on the nuclear front.

Beyond the known collaboration on a state-to-state level, trafficking in nuclear material has contributed to great concern among nations of the potential for additional states and even terrorist groups gaining entrance into the nuclear club. One study indicated that 18 known attempts to smuggle nuclear materials through Turkey from countries of the former Soviet Union destined allegedly for several countries including Iran and Libya between 1993 and 1999. No actual confirmation of any of the attempts to have involved highly enriched uranium or plutonium and several were clearly scams. However, more are certainly likely, as the Turkish government has not formally acknowledged any of these incidents. Customs officials do not control many of the trade routes throughout the region.35

While progress has been made a great deal of work remains to be done. An equally interesting view of these efforts can be seen in which of these treaties and regimes the US has accepted (Figure 3). While not perfect, the US has attempted to lead in reducing WMD.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NPT</th>
<th>CTBT</th>
<th>NSG/ZC</th>
<th>BWC</th>
<th>CWC</th>
<th>AG</th>
<th>MCTR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M=Member  
R=Ratified  S=Signed  r

*Figure 3. US Adherence To International Treaties And Regimes*\(^{36}\)

One entire class of weapons, chemical, is now being completely eliminated from the US arsenal while biological weapons have never been fielded. Other nations are attempting to comply with the CWC but are finding the cost of doing so to be greater than their budgets can allow to meet the timetables called for in the agreement. While the size of the US and Russian nuclear stockpiles has reduced to meet the START agreements, each still possesses several orders of magnitude more weapons than the rest of the nuclear nations combined. Some have argued that US behavior in relation to nuclear treaties and regimes, especially if theater or national missile defenses are deployed, will likely lead to other states deciding to sustain their current capabilities (Russia) or continue their modernization programs (China).\(^{37}\) Many of these treaties or regimes have weak or no inspection provisions that would serve to bring a state’s WMD efforts to light. As with efforts by the United Nations in Iraq to enforce the inspection requirements after the Gulf War, even a good effort can be stopped or slowed by the state being investigated. Ultimately any agreement is only successful if the signatories are willing to comply. Since states including the nuclear powers are likely to protect their national interests over the promise of a better world, progress toward preventing further proliferation of WMD and missile capabilities will likely be limited.
A Model of a WMD Reliant State

“Rogue states are proving more durable than anticipated. They are likely to increase in number as more societies experience globalization’s negative effects. This greater number of rogues will be qualitatively more dangerous as the proliferation of WMD accelerates. The problem is aggravated by declining support from the core Western states for US efforts to isolate rogue states and by increasing political and material support from transitional states.”


To the US point of view, most if not all of the states that are either suspected or known to be pursuing nuclear weapons are also among those states termed as “rogue” states. A rogue state designation was a way to categorize those states that did not follow accepted international norms as defined by the US, other “modern democracies,” the UN, or other international bodies. Toward the end of the Clinton administration, the US State Department adopted a new policy that has removed the term “rogue state” from their writings and statements. This move was no doubt an attempt to deal with the new realities of most of these nations. Soon after the Bush administration arrived, the rogue label was reapplied indicating a return to a harder line against WMD proliferation. This move reflects the fact that these nations have records of attempting to develop and field WMD as well as supporting terrorism that may involve use of these weapons (Figure 4).
While no one state is identical to another, a number of characteristics common to all of the current and emerging nuclear states can be presented to serve as a model to evaluate the potential success of various efforts to deal with them. A great deal has been written on the role of nuclear weapons in the power of a state and its relationship to other nations. To most nations, nuclear weapons are more of an extension of a nation’s political might rather than another capability to be used on the battlefield. However, if a state and its leadership are new to the “nuclear thought process,” are faced with a regional threat, and possess limited financial means, development of a any weapon that can have a dramatic and immediate effect on the balance of power on a future battlefield will likely be viewed as a rational choice. Drawing on the theoretical discussion above, states that desire to possess nuclear weapons or that need to address shortfalls in current military capability with that of a potential enemy can be said to have similar characteristics. By defining what these characteristics are, a model that describes the conditions and likely behavior of these states can be proposed.
Characteristics Common to WMD Reliant States

The characteristics are common to those states that have or are attempting to possess a WMD capability can be derived from the political, military, economic and scientific abilities each possess. All of these abilities interact to drive each state to determine their nuclear and other WMD requirements and ultimately capabilities. Each has a distinct impact on how long it will take a state to acquire a nuclear arsenal. Once acquired each drives the deployment, sustainment, command and control and ultimately the decision to use these weapons. While this model is not likely to be seen as new when viewed from a Cold War prospective of measuring the US and the Soviet Union, what is different the need to view these states both status quo nuclear powers and emerging nuclear states on their own terms in a potentially nuclear multipolar world. All forms of WMD are troubling in their own right however the history, policies, and intellectual capital already invested in how to deal with nuclear weapons offers the best baseline for developing an overarching model of a nation that will turn to WMD.

Political Characteristics

The political characteristics that drive a state to possess a nuclear capability are key to the reasoning for the effort. A state’s leadership will desire to be influential in regional and international politics. This influence will naturally affect their ability to support their overall political, economic and military goals. This influence can over time lead to legitimacy for their regime both domestically and abroad. Many of the world’s nations strive to be a part of one or more “clubs” such as military, economic or political organizations. Membership give a nation a seat in these for a where decisions are made that the hope to influence. No club is more exclusive than the nuclear one. By becoming one of the “big boys,” a state can no longer be ignored. North Korea’s cyclical nature of crisis “warnings” and overtly belligerent acts is but
one example of a state seeking the international spotlight even if for only assistance with their domestic problems and not major power status. One of the clubs that is directly related to nuclear capability is the UN Security Council, as each of the permanent members possesses nuclear weapons. Obviously other factors have varying impact on each state’s influence in world events but the UNSC’s increasing influence in the post Soviet world has served to reinforce the connection between national nuclear capability and international political strength.

Political leaders will attempt to be seen as legitimate domestically as well. The ancient warrior-philosopher, Sun Tzu believed that national unity was “an essential requirement of victorious war.” In an effort to gain and maintain the support (or at least non-interference) of their people, state leaders will typically define any significant threats in clear terms. This “clear and present danger” will allow the leadership to justify their decisions to acquire capabilities to deal with the threat. Some nations select economic or political means to lessen the threat. States that chose a military route do so often for reasons that are tied to historical justifications or the perception that a stronger enemy would accept any treaty as long as it left open the possibility of attack. For example, India and Pakistan’s long period of hostility over Kashmir combined with India’s nuclear program likely pressed Pakistan to acquire nuclear weapons. Pakistan no doubt felt that they had no other choice politically. Political situations where national survival or respect are in play are clearly tied to a state’s military capability. State leaders must continually determine whether they possess sufficient military strength to support their agenda. If the nation is found lacking in conventional strength, leadership must determine which one of three paths they will take: negotiate, increase conventional strength or seek out weapons that give them a deterrent over their enemies.
Military Characteristics

Determining the defense requirements of a nation is a daunting task for even the wealthiest of nations. One legacy of the Cold War is the vast numbers of military equipment that virtually all of the world’s nations came to possess from one or more sides of the conflict. One often quoted example of the impact of arms sales during this period is the relative strength of the Iraqi army that invaded Kuwait, estimated to be the fourth largest in the world in 1990. But this capability was unable to succeed over the US led coalition or the Iranian army it fought for eight years before invading Kuwait. Effective military capability rests on many factors including highly trained and motivated personnel, superior quantity and quality of equipment and supplies, appropriate doctrine, effective and efficient command and control over these forces, good intelligence and appropriate logistics to name a few. How well a state’s military can project power, sustain itself during the battle and achieve its objectives are important issues leadership must consider. Each of these issues must be weighed in comparison to the potential threat the military will face. None of these concepts have changed greatly in since ancient times. What has changed is quantity versus quality equation in conventional warfare.

Two lessons have apparently emerged since the demise of the Soviet Union. One is the overwhelming value of modern, state-of-the-art conventional warfare capabilities in particular those possessed by the US in Operation Desert Storm greatly impressed the world of the impact of a modern air attack. Few if any Iraqi military personnel felt safe near a vehicle during combat. The relative speed at which the actual combat was concluded is a testament to the massive expenditures toward the end of the Cold War on US and allied conventional capability. This compression of the time needed to achieve the stated objectives in the battle space place was repeated in Kosovo in 1999. Any state that valued its infrastructure realized from Iraq and
later Serbia’s experiences that only a robust, modern air defense, the ability to threaten retaliation or negotiation could hold off modern aerospace power once combat started.

A state can select a military doctrine that fits the circumstances but must equally consider what kind of force is required to make that doctrine work. In the European theater during the Cold War, as the Warsaw Pact was thought to possess an overwhelming amount of conventional capability that NATO could only slow but not stop or repel without resorting to the use of tactical or battlefield nuclear weapons. By succeeding in conventional combat with both Iraq and Serbia, the US and its allies have achieved what the Warsaw Pact might have done. The key to these successes from a balance of force point of view lies in the fact that neither Iraq nor Serbia had the advantage of planning or using tactical nuclear weapons. Iraq may have contemplated use of biological or chemical warheads but chose not to do so.

One can argue the relative success of the political aspects of these conflicts but the evidence clearly points to the need for states to engage in combat that does not involve the US or find new means to negate their conventional superiority. The other message from warfare after the Soviet Union: a state’s military should be organized, trained and equipped to fight in such a way as to achieve their leaders objectives and keep the US and its allies out of the war. The Indian Military, for example, decided to take the lesson of relying on nuclear weapons and the Revolution in Military Affairs from Iraq’s experience in the Gulf War. The problem then for any state that has a requirement for a robust defense and certainly for any state that contemplates future offensive action lies in deciding what to acquire. With the relative importance and power of the US and its allies as a potential opponent, the options may be quickly determined. Even if the leadership determines the US is not likely to be a part of the combat (as Iraq must have thought in 1990), the presence of any state in one’s region possessing nuclear weapons would be
incentive to do so as well. Once a state determines they have the political will and military requirement, the issue of affordability must be considered.

**Economic Characteristics**

No state can hope to realize any plans for possessing any significant military capability without having sufficient economic resources to commit to the development, acquisition, deployment and sustainment. Nuclear weapons are clearly no exception to this rule. With or without on the level of external assistance in their efforts, a state will likely not attempt to recreate the US Manhattan Project as they travel down the nuclear road. Nuclear weapons and their associated delivery systems are expensive but can be affordable in comparison to the cost of a conventional force. If an emerging state desires to indigenously produce their capabilities, sufficient natural resources must be found and processed. Significant electrical power and specialized industrial capacity must be in place or constructed. As discussed earlier, strict controls for all aspects of the nuclear project must be provided. If a state lacks the capability to develop any part of this effort, they must have the ability to trade for needed resources or expertise.

The key limiter for any state is the overall robustness of the economy. Military procurement would likely follow a domestic economy. As many nations dedicate from 1 percent to 5 percent of their gross domestic product (GDP) to their defense needs per year. Sustaining any military procurement program while the population is neglected can become a source of negative political will toward the state’s leaders. Having an economy that is pre-industrial, heavily oil export oriented, driven to support a relatively youthful population or unsustainable due to poor economic policies can drive leadership to seek economic solutions that favor their military efforts. Leadership may chose to dedicate significant economic resources to their
military as a means of generating income through foreign sales which in turn can fund their own development efforts. Many nations do not possess the specialized tooling, mining expertise, or nuclear research information or capacity required to produce nuclear weapons. Trade of conventional weapons, missile technology, and natural resources like oil is another means of support for a nuclear effort.

**Scientific Characteristics**

Given the highly complex, scientific nature of nuclear weapons research, testing and construction, even a state with the political will, military necessity and the financial resources to acquire a capability may fall short. While the popular belief that all the necessary information to construct a nuclear device is readily accessible may be true, knowledge and actual “hands-on” experience are crucial to any successful endeavor. Even the US program relied on scientists who were not natives. With the demise of the Soviet Union and over five decades of experience in other nuclear states, an emerging nuclear state can and will likely seek to hire the needed assistance. Obviously, some of the nuclear scientific community would likely resist departing their home for employment by another nation where they may not be free to depart once becoming a critical part of a sensitive program. With the amount of active nuclear programs rising in the past decade, one can conclude that for certain efforts sufficient expertise is being acquired. As discussed under economic characteristics, any capable nuclear effort must have sophisticated facilities for the basic and applied science to be conducted. Many of these can be under the auspices of the academic community within the nation, which in turn supports a long-term goal of independence of the program.

The key characteristics of the model emerging nuclear state can be summarized in the chart below (Figure 5).
WMD Reliant State Model

Political Characteristics

- Stated desire to be respected regionally/internationally
- Need for domestic legitimacy
- Use of external threat to solidify support for military buildup
- Desire to counter balance conventional and/or nuclear/biological/chemical (WMD) threat
- Regional or international competitor/enemy
- High percent of GDP dedicated to defense

Military Characteristics

- Doctrine that indicates willingness to use all available means to defend the state
- Imbalance of conventional military capabilities vis-à-vis threats
- Lack of sufficient WMD capability
- Support of weapon sales

Economic Characteristics

- Gross Domestic Product sufficient to support military
- Economic conditions that place leadership in a defend nation versus feed people dilemma
- Amount of economic growth insufficient to sustain desire to be independent
- Foreign assistance required to sustain basic services
- Amount and type of trade insufficient to assist all aspects of society/economy
- Natural resources to support economy being traded for short term monetary gain
- Availability of natural resources for nuclear weapons production

Scientific Characteristics

Figure 5. WMD Reliant State Model
Sizing Up the Problem: Five Case Studies

To best place in context the available theory for dealing with the new nuclear situation of the post-Soviet world, the following case studies will attempt to assist in determining what efforts to control or if control fails to contain them should be explored by the US and other concerned states. As stated earlier, many of the emerging states are seeking a more economic alternative to matching the conventional capabilities displayed by NATO in their Kosovo air campaign. The current status quo nuclear states are also reviewing their defense needs based the success of conventional airpower as well. The Russians and Chinese were outspoken in their condemnation of the operation for political reasons but their public and private responses to this “overmatch” of conventional capability have tended point to a renew emphasis on nuclear forces. While Russia and China are clearly not emerging nuclear states, the need to assess any change in either nation’s stated doctrine and military posture in a new way is clear. Additionally, this paper proposes that concern over several states reliance on WMD and nuclear capability in particular is best focused on understanding the fundamental reasons for this trend. Each current or emerging nuclear state has its own particular circumstances that could and should be studied on its own, the case studies (Russia, China, Iran, Iraq and North Korea) provided in this paper represent the five distinct challenges that are of greatest concern.

Russia: Will Nuclear Modernization Become Their Best Bang for The Ruble?

In a short ten years since the fall of the communist state, Russia has been reduced to a nuclear-armed shadow of the former leader of the Warsaw Pact. Political change has altered how the country operates but the loss of outlying states and resources combined with incomplete transition from state control to a more free market economy has resulted in a dramatic collapse of
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Russian military might (see Figure 6). While having been categorized as one of the original nuclear weapon states in the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, the argument that Russia is no longer a superpower gives rise to questions about the role of the remaining nuclear forces as well as other WMD capabilities in political and military thought. Equally concerning is knowledge that technology and expertise of the former Soviet WMD programs may have been sold or exported to those nations that seek them including the “rogue” states. From this new perspective, one can argue that as Russia continues to evolve from the Communist era so will their views of WMD’s role in the new state. From a Russian perspective, faced with the inability to afford the force structure that remained from the former Soviet Union, observing two significant demonstrations of US conventional might, and twice going into combat within its borders with less than satisfactory results, military reform including a re-evaluation on the role of nuclear weapons was critically needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Military</th>
<th>USSR</th>
<th>RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;4 million</td>
<td>1,159,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Budget</td>
<td>Equal to US</td>
<td>2 percent of US DOD Budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>50 percent of US</td>
<td>7 percent of US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Nuclear Warheads</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical Nuclear Warheads</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>&gt;2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Output</td>
<td>100 percent</td>
<td>5-10 percent of USSR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Key Military and Economic Characteristics of the Russian Federation

NATO’s 1999 air operations in Serbia were a watershed for Russian political and military leaders. After nearly a decade of inability to find an issue to rally needed support for reform of the military and its doctrine, the NATO intervention provided both the political and military
example to spur change. On 21 April 2000, Vladimir Putin, the Russian Federation (RF) President approved a new Russian Federation Military Doctrine that reassessed the world and stated the new nation’s military thought for “a transitional period.” The doctrine described this time as “the period of the formation of democratic statehood and a mixed economy, the transformation of the state’s military organization, and the dynamic transformation of the system of international relations.”

Focusing on defining the new set of threats Russia faces and dealing with having only one other state as its partner, Belarus, one key element of the doctrine is the statement that the Russian Federation reserves the right to use nuclear weapons in response to the use of nuclear and other types of weapons of mass destruction against it (or) its allies, as well as in response to large-scale aggression utilizing conventional weapons in situations critical to the national security of the Russian Federation.”

This statement of a “first use” policy reinforces the 1993 Doctrine that broke away from decades of stated policy of withholding use of nuclear weapons except in response to a nuclear attack.

Going even further the doctrine states Russia

“…will not use nuclear weapons against states party to the Nonproliferation Treaty that do not possess nuclear weapons except in the event of an attack on the Russian Federation, the Russian Federation Armed Forces or other troops, its allies, or a state to which it has security commitments that is carried out or supported by a state without nuclear weapons jointly or in context of allied commitments with a state with nuclear weapons.”

After a dramatic decline in military advantage from the height of the Cold War, the Russia found itself outnumbered and outclassed in both conventional and nuclear forces with the nations of NATO growing (Figure 7).
Superiority Warszaw Pact Vs NATO NATO Vs Russia (2000-2010)
Conventional 3:1 2:1 to 3:1
Tactical Nuclear 2:1 >1:1
Strategic Nuclear 1:1 1:1

Figure 7. Numerical Superiority of Forces

Operation Allied Force served to solidify Russian desires to address their loss of geopolitical parity with the west. One key member of the Russian Duma believes that NATO’s action

“…marked the end of the post–Cold War phase of international affairs—a period of world history that Russian President Mikhail Gorbachev had initiated some 10 years earlier. The US–led action in Kosovo also deeply undermined the emerging framework of international security. This new security system was allegedly based on an enhanced role for the United Nations (UN) and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). It assumed strict conformity with the UN Charter; compliance with international law; respect for existing agreements between Russia and the West (especially the NATO–Russia Founding Act of 1997), and a partnership between Russia and NATO, to include joint conflict–management and peacekeeping operations, as well as comprehensive arms control and disarmament regimes. Kosovo reversed these trends.”

Following public reaction of “an unprecedented surge of anti–American and anti–Western sentiments,” Russia stopped work on completion of several important arms control treaties and initiatives as well as raising questions about the implementation of previously ratified treaties and unilateral decisions including reduction of tactical nuclear weapons and de-targeting of strategic nuclear missiles. Probably the greatest concern is the rebirth of the notion that the main enemy of Russia is once again NATO.

Given the potential for renewed confrontation, a political realist would see this reaction as natural; however, looking to the emerging (or in the case of Russia transforming) nuclear state
model allows a more specific explanation. From a political point of view, much of the Russian political structure has changed by law but the social aspects of Russian society and culture are in many ways unchanged. Russians have a long history of fearing external powers and for good reason. NATO’s expansion in recent years serves to add to this fear. Seeking to capture the spirit of western politicians, members of the Russian Duma can readily trade on this fear in an effort to restore Russia to its rightful place in world affairs. Advocates of the strategic culture school would see these actions as in line with their expectations.

Economic circumstances reinforce this shift in Russian political and military policy. The policy to “enhance (Russia’s) nuclear forces to deter not just nuclear, but also, large-scale conventional attacks of the type demonstrated in the Balkans” makes economic sense. Considering the impact of the decline of the Russian economy to near collapse since the fall of communism, few options to develop an entirely new and different conventional force exist. With sufficient legacy scientific infrastructure remaining, modernization of Russian nuclear forces would be relatively simple to accomplish from a technology and technical knowledge standpoint and economically appealing.

The single most limiting factor on a nuclear renaissance in Russia would be the various treaties and agreements that remain in place from the Soviet days. Foremost among these agreements would be the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty, which limits deployment of missile defenses and the follow-on agreements to the Treaty on the Reduction and Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms (START). The US and Russia including those states that were once a part of the Soviet Union have complied well ahead of schedule and with deeper reductions in terms of missile launchers and heavy bombers than was called for in START I. In terms of ballistic missile and total accountable warheads, both are making adequate progress toward the
December 2001 final limits (set at 4900 and 6000 respectively). Each nation must now confront two issues in regards to their nuclear forces: modernization and sufficiency to deal with threat perceptions of a new era. While treaties are still important to Russia, many of the indicators that the national leaders and their public see may be leading them to decide to rebuild their military might behind a nuclear shield. Reaching out to other nations that may feel the same way may be another way to help them reach their new goal. Any policy that the US or to a lesser extent NATO decides to pursue that is perceived as a threat to Russia will only serve to heighten calls to restore their nuclear forces. The most likely strategic partner in their effort is a former enemy: the People’s Republic of China.

**China: Continuing the Upward Struggle for Modernization**

The People’s Republic of China (PRC) has been at work for over 50 years to sustain Mao’s revolution and pursue modernization for their nation. With the world’s largest population, getting the balance between the needs of the people and the needs of the state has proved difficult. In recent years, the need to modernize their economy through the establishment of economic zones that allow limited free enterprise has forced the political leadership to relinquish a degree of control over the state. The result has not altered the leadership’s long-term goal of attaining their desired level of leadership in their region. Modernization of all aspects of society is the method chosen to achieve this goal.

Every national program has required a long-term approach to be successful. Their nuclear program has reflected the realities of their political, military, economic and scientific situation. During the Cold War, China saw an obvious need to pursue a nuclear capability. Unlike the four other major nuclear powers, the PRC strategic nuclear force is limited to just 20 ICBMs and a single SLBM capable submarine. This force has led to their acceptance as an important regional
and international force. However, in the case of China, having a nuclear force in being and a large military does not translate to “sufficient national strength to permanently change the regional security equation.” With a cultural heritage of taking an extremely long-term approach to any problem, a similar method in determining policy that deals with China is required.

The evidence seems to indicate that China has evolved from her early Communist dominated state to one in which the power of the political leadership has weakened in relation to the economic engine. A recent RAND study concluded that the economic reforms instituted by Deng Xiaoping in the late 1970s combined with a more comfortable view of potential external threats has allowed China to develop a

“security policy that could focus on the long-overdue modernization of Chinese agriculture, industry, and science and technology. This focus enabled Beijing to lay the foundations for acquiring comprehensive national strength as opposed to embarking on a “quick and dirty” program of accelerated military modernization which, however much of it increased China’s coercive power in the short run, would eventually undercut its ability to become a true great power and reestablish the geopolitical centrality and respect it believes to be its due.”

This strategy known as “calculative” has three key features according to RAND. The features are:

“First, overall, a highly pragmatic, non-ideological policy approach keyed to market-led economic growth and the maintenance of amicable international political relations with all states, and especially with the major powers. Second, a general restraint in the use of force, whether toward the periphery or against other more distant powers, combined with efforts to modernize and streamline the Chinese military, albeit at a relatively modest pace. Third, an expanded involvement in regional and global interstate politics and various international, multilateral fora, with an emphasis, through such interactions, on attaining asymmetric gains whenever possible.”

As the political leadership, which in China’s case includes military leaders, views the strategy in terms of objectives in the near term defined as the next 15 years, they will seek to minimize vulnerabilities while developing military capabilities to give them the ability to have greater impact on political and diplomatic issues. Experts place the size of the Chinese nuclear inventory
at 450 warheads that support the ICBM, SLBM and tactical forces. This is an equivalent size force to France and the United Kingdom forces. Sufficient to serve as a deterrent to any of the major nuclear powers, the Chinese are working to modernize this force not so much in terms of numbers as in capabilities that reduce vulnerability of the force to preemptive strikes.

According to RAND, the Chinese nuclear modernization effort includes development of three “new land-based, solid-fueled, road-mobile missiles,” new warheads that are smaller allowing better “targeting flexibility and launcher mobility,” a new SLBM, a small fleet of SLBM capable submarines and a new bomber. RAND acknowledges an additional possible explanation for the relatively slow pace of Chinese acquisition efforts beyond increased survivability to nuclear attack. According to RAND,

“Beijing has recently decided to enhance significantly its theater nuclear weapons capability as its only effective means of deterring the threat or use by the US of highly effective long-range precision-guided, and stealthy conventional weaponry.”

China seems to have drawn similar lessons from NATO’s Kosovo campaign to those Russia has.

China’s strategy including modernization of their nuclear capability is clearly dependent on the health and sustainment of the nation’s economy. The paradox that the US has faced in developing an effective policy has been in balancing the need to control the level of Chinese military spending especially on nuclear and missile capabilities that can and in the case of missiles have been exported with the concept that free trade and prosperity will likely bring about a more democratic society. With Chinese acceptance of the MCTR in principle, if not in fact, indicates a willingness on Beijing’s part to forsake some weapons exports for increased trade overall. When this situation is combined with the fact that of all of the defense budgets in the Asia-Pacific region only China’s is increasing, if their economy remains strong, they may be
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able to field forces equivalent in sophistication to that of the US in the 1990s closing the gap between them and other forces in the region.

When considering their scientific ability, the history China’s nuclear weapon development is one of initial assistance for a short time followed by slow but steady indigenous progress. After the total withdrawal of Soviet assistance in 1960,

“China still detonated its first fission weapon in October 1964, only eight years after beginning construction of its first research reactor. Perhaps even more impressively, China’s first thermonuclear test took place just two-and-a-half years later, in June 1967. And, unlike the first US hydrogen bomb, the Chinese device was not the size of a railroad tank car; it was an air-dropped bomb.”

China also has shown significant successful capabilities in ballistic missile, cruise missile and surface-to-air missile technology development and deployment. One of the world’s space faring nations, China is seeking to exploit both commercial and military uses of space. Their success has not been as evident in other strategic systems with difficulties found in submarine and aircraft power plants but several projects have been able to go forward with the use of foreign designs.

Having possessed a nuclear capability for almost 40 years, China reflects a nuclear state that continues to develop its capability to serve the state’s needs. Key questions of how these weapons play in their emerging grand strategy remain to be answered include: the Taiwan issue, any US missile defense development and deployment, and regional nuclear powers including Russia, India and Pakistan. Any agreements from trade to controlling arms trade must consider these issues.

While the size of China’s nuclear arsenal is several orders of magnitude smaller that those of the US and Russia, the very fact that this credible deterrent force exists gives China reason to request seating at any table where their interests are discussed. China clearly falls into the second tier of nuclear nations but has a record of seeking partnerships that are to her advantage by offering other nations Chinese technology that would be useful to an emerging
nuclear nation. This fact remains key to any attempt to seriously deal with proliferation of WMD globally. SW Asia is one region where China has been active in assistance in the last ten years and is home to two enemies who each are seeking nuclear status: Iraq and Iran.

**SW Asia’s Slow but Steady Proliferation**

The Iran/Iraq war of 1980-89 caused a great deal of death and destruction on both participants and was arguably the most significant use of ballistic missiles and chemical attacks since the end of WWII. Population centers were attacked with short and medium range missiles. Battlefield formations were attacked with chemical weapons. Each nation already had an ongoing nuclear research program ostensibly to enable a defensive capability but also allowing the potential for offensive use. The emerging nuclear programs in the region have been a source of conflict and remained high on the target lists when combat ensued.

Both Iraq and Iran suffered attacks on their primary reactor facilities during the 1980’s. Iraq’s reactor at Osirak was hit by Israel in a daring air strike in 1981. Iraq attacked Iran’s nuclear facilities at various times in their war. The UN Coalition in Operation Desert Storm made a concerted effort to locate and negate Iraq’s various WMD programs and followed up on these military efforts with a pervasive inspection program after the war. Having successfully ejected the UN Inspections in 1998, Iraq has been free to pursue Saddam’s WMD ambitions with only the UN embargo slowing the effort. Iran has relied on various nations as well as indigenous efforts to work toward a basic nuclear capability. Both Iraq and Iran have some fundamental differences in national leadership, economics, and demographics but each can be favorably compared to the emerging nuclear nation model. Understanding why these enemies have continued their efforts goes beyond a simple case of counterbalancing the other’s capabilities.
Iraq: Following Through on Saddam’s Vision

Despite ten years of dealing with the dual problems of repairing their war damaged infrastructure and surviving an extensive UN sanctioned embargo, Saddam Hussein’s Iraq continues to work for the goal of regional power. As was the situation before the “second” gulf war, clear insights into the operation of Iraq’s national leadership, the impact of political, economic, military and social decisions, as well as solid information on the WMD programs are difficult to obtain. Several defections of senior Iraqi leaders along with continuing access to Iraq by both the press and various international groups can be used to develop a limited but useful view of Iraq.

Politically, little has changed in Iraq since Saddam Hussein took power over three decades ago. Saddam is the central leader of the nation with all Iraqi policy either determined by him or his inner circle. He has reinforced his desire to control all aspects of Iraqi life with elimination of even close advisors who do not carry out his decisions. His vision is one of Iraq being the leader of the Arab world both politically and socially. Saddam has successfully balanced military rule of the domestic population with identifying himself as the champion of the Iraqi people. He has used external threats as a target of any negative feeling the Iraqi population might manifest. His efforts have remained successful despite the loss of two significant military campaigns. No organized opposition has been able to mount any significant challenge to his rule. Given the extent of Iraq’s programs to develop and field chemical and missile capabilities as well as significant progress on nuclear and biological warfare efforts, Saddam has clearly decided the possession of these arms is central to his power. Estimates place Iraqi expenditures on defense at 7.3 percent of their $52.3 billion GDP, one of the highest percentages in the world, which sustains an active force of 429,000.61
Iraq’s military doctrine has long been a mix of legacy traditions but now has likely adapted to allow for the losses experienced in both Gulf wars. Even if one accepts that Iraq’s military is conventionally a shadow of the force that invaded Kuwait, Saddam most likely has adopted the view that conventional forces are less likely to be useful for his defense problem. Given that one enemy of Saddam’s pan-Arab leadership desires likely has a significant nuclear capability to back up the region’s most capable air force, Israel provides Iraq with a continuing target of domestic angst as well as a justification to develop weapons capable of either offensive use or at a minimum providing a deterrent. As Israel is not likely to forget Iraqi missile attacks from 1991, by continuing to develop missile systems capable of carrying any of the WMD trio, Iraq achieves the potential military might to back up their political rhetoric. This desire is obviously reinforced by the likelihood that the world’s fourth largest army before 1991 no longer possesses the strength it had even at the end of the Iran-Iraq war in 1989. This conventional imbalance vis-à-vis Iran provides further reinforcement for the strategic requirement that any Iraqi WMD programs fulfill.

Given a choice between feeding his nation beyond subsistence and retaining his position of power, Saddam would rationally if not morally chose to dedicate sufficient or even excessive financial resources to his military and in particular those systems that defend the nation and his leadership. As the chief architect of all aspects of Iraqi life, Saddam has been successful in receiving assistance from the UN approved “Food for Oil” program, increasing international relief efforts and continuing UN sanctions busting imports/exports across the vast frontiers of Iraq. While the national economy is not strong, Iraq does possess significant oil reserves that the world is not likely to ignore as energy needs continue to grow.
While the quality of indigenous scientific infrastructure and trained scientists and technicians may be suspect, results from the earlier UN inspections show a respectable level of capability. If one understands extensive and diverse amount of facilities UNSCOM did find, Iraq will likely use their ability to export oil overtly or covertly to fund reconstitution of a useable strategic WMD capability. Key to understanding Iraq’s desire is the knowledge that Iraq was a member in good standing with the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) organization. Interestingly, the US assumes that Iraq’s neighbor Iran to be on a similar path. Whether this would include a workable nuclear component is likely a matter not of “if” but of “when.” Iraq will likely have hidden sufficient technical data and would be actively seeking assistance for any favorable source to rebuild their WMD programs. Without adequate inspections and international controls, Saddam would logically be expected to succeed in reviving his strategic reach and fist.

Iran: The Difficult Pursuit of Ancient Ideology and Modern Technology

Iran like Iraq has a number of logical reasons for developing and deploying a range of WMD options including a continuing effort to achieve a nuclear deterrent. First, Iran continues to be a direct challenge to Saddam’s desire to lead the region. This has been a constant reinforced by the Iran-Iraq war of 1980-1988 and subsequent border skirmishes between the two foes. The other main reasons for developing their unconventional weapons lie in the constant desire to remove the US military forces from the region and a stated desire to eliminate Israel. While the target may be in question, Iran like other emerging nuclear states sees the great value in attaining a credible nuclear force.

Iran’s pursuit of nuclear weapons dates back to before the fall of the Shah in 1979. While the Islamic Revolution consumed a great deal of the Shah’s legacy, the Iranian nuclear program
has continued with some progress toward having an actual nuclear capability. Most sources predict Iran to be anywhere from five to fifteen years from reaching that goal. To achieve nuclear capable status, Iran will continue their long tradition of attempting to gain foreign assistance. Following the UN discoveries in Iraq after Desert Storm, international export restrictions in response have hindered Iran’s efforts. However, the record of Iran’s use of the military to defend the nation is one of using all means available.

Largely in response to Iraqi use of chemical, nerve agent and conventionally armed unguided and ballistic missiles during the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq War, Iran allegedly responded in kind first using Iraqi weapons and later employing indigenous chemical warfare weapons against Iraqi troops. These attacks were carried out despite public pronouncements from Iranian leaders that they would not do so. Conventionally armed missile and air attacks on military targets, civilian populations and nuclear power facilities occurred on both sides of the war. As neither side possessed a nuclear weapon during this war, one can only speculate if either would have used such a device. In Iran’s case, use of weapons of mass destruction seems to be selected only in retaliation for use of similar capabilities by Iraq. Given the willingness of either side to employ any means to achieve their objectives combined with the more recent experience of Iraqi missile attacks during the second Gulf War, serious attempts to control proliferation beyond the current capable nations seem best focused in this region.

Politically, Iran has begun to slowly evolve beyond the hard-line, fundamentalist controlled regime that went to war with Iraq over 20 years ago. The election of President Mohammad Khatami, a moderate Shiite Muslim cleric in May 1997 with 70 percent of the popular vote, was followed by continuing electoral success of moderates in subsequent years. Despite frequent clashes between moderates and hardliners following these elections, in March
2000, the US acknowledged the favorable moderate trend by removing some trade sanctions imposed earlier.\textsuperscript{68} Both Iraq and Iran have had a population rapid growth since 1980 with each having over 40 percent of their population less than 15 years of age.\textsuperscript{69} As Iran gives the public more voice in political affairs and the access to external sources of culture and information, leadership will be increasingly sensitive to this part of the population to retain their legitimacy. Sufficient memory of Iraqi aggression and US support of the Shah of more than 20 years ago exists. However, keeping the population focused on vilifying these potential threats may be increasingly difficult in the face the potential growth of their young people’s desire to open up to the world. To meet their defense needs, Iran currently spends 2.9 percent of their $347.6 billion GDP to sustain an active military of 540,000 troops.\textsuperscript{70} As Iran continues to look for support to remain strong in the region, the Revolutionary Council has turned to Russia and China for assistance.

Militarily, Iran continues to rely on ground forces with a mixture of indigenous and foreign technology for defense. A great deal of the expertise and leadership that existed before the revolution in the Imperial Iranian forces has been replaced over time in the Islamic Revolutionary forces but overall capability is assessed as no better than that available at the start of the Iran-Iraq War. Their doctrine is believed to be focused on defense of the Iranian population centers and oil fields in the Gulf region while having sufficient internal security forces to deal with externally funded opposition groups that have mounted attacks on Iranian institutions.\textsuperscript{71} Given the memory of the “mother’s revolt” that occurred during the Iran-Iraq war, the current Iranian leadership would not easily commit to a potential protracted conflict that exposes the nation’s youth again. The other major influence on Iranian military doctrine and planning has to be the outcome of 1991 Gulf War. Seeing one of the world’s largest armies and
their enemy destroyed must have given Iranian leaders very mixed emotions. No doubt they saw both the power of the US-led coalition’s conventional capabilities and Iraq’s use of missiles as a political weapon. This front row seat to modern war surely reinforced the requirement for capabilities beyond the traditional forces Iran had in the past. As a result of these two wars, Iranian military doctrine and planning most likely would now are the need for modern defenses to negate a conventional attack and the requirement for a sufficient strategic deterrent. While not addressing the need for counter-terrorism to combat insurgent groups, nuclear weapons to complement their chemical and missile programs would serve both ends.

In order to fulfill their defense needs, Iran has had an active program to import military capabilities in trade for their oil. Russia, North Korea and China have been among the leading partners in these efforts. The famous 1996 saga of US attempts to track a ship carrying a cargo of North Korean missiles to Iran is indicative of Iranian desires and the difficulty of attempting to limit such trades.\(^2\) While not a significant portion of their economy, trade for military capabilities allows Iran access to both hardware and expertise they have been unable to grow at home.

Despite US led efforts to restrict foreign companies from investing in Iran as a curb on suspected support for terrorism, oil revenues continue to power the growing economy. Iran remains one of the world’s leading exporters of oil and currently has almost 30 percent of their exports split evenly between their two leading partners: Japan and the US.\(^3\) This situation is a two edged sword giving all partners a means to influence the other. As long as the two wealthiest nations continue to provide support to Iran’s economy, direct pressure to limit Teheran’s efforts to gain nuclear status will be muted.
Iran has a number of important scientific capabilities to support their nuclear goals but these are insufficient to allow success for the foreseeable future without significant external assistance. According to one expert, Iran has pursued the two main avenues to a nuclear weapon: production plutonium and highly enriched uranium. Iran continues to lack specific technical expertise to make either effort succeed. Russia and China are their most likely sources for the needed help. If Iraq had a program of some 10,000 scientists, it is reasonable to believe that Iran could have an even larger effort. Both nations may be reconsidering the wisdom of doing so.\textsuperscript{74}

One recent paper suggests that Iran is continuing to develop a nuclear capability first and will likely consider development of a coherent nuclear deterrent strategy later. Winning the 1996 US Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Strategy Essay Competition, Lt Col Frederick R. Strain believes that Iran is following a rational approach to decision making both in overall policy making and toward nuclear weapons development. He indicates their eventual strategy is likely to adopt counter value targeting of US led coalition states in the region, placing their emphasis on survivable, mobile long-range ballistic missiles. Strain sees this as fitting in well with traditional arms control efforts of the US and other nations should Iran achieve its nuclear goal.\textsuperscript{75}

**North Korea: Willing to Fight to the End for One Korea?**

Creating an impossible situation, the leadership of the world’s most inaccessible nation is nearly a perfect fit for the WMD reliant model described earlier. North Korea (DPRK) is probably the easiest to describe and understand of the WMD reliant states and at the same time the most difficult to resolve. North Korea’s situation has been best described by Stephen Bradner, the Special Advisor to the Commander in Chief of the UN Command in Korea:
“Internationally unpopular, with a broken infrastructure, a nutritionally deprived population, a stunted younger generation, and no evident means of economic regeneration, North Korea, a half century after its foundation, exhibits an unprecedented condition for a modern, industrialized society with expanding weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and long-range missile capabilities.”

Expressing his personal opinion in a speech to a recent conference on developing trends in international security, Bradner stated that North Korea is poorly understood but clearly has little options but to continue its efforts to sustain the current Sung “family regime” at all costs. Their ultimate goal is the reunification of Korea under the North’s rule. The key to their strategy is to seek the withdrawal of the UN and particularly US forces from the peninsula. The key misunderstanding policymakers make according to Bradner is the fact that the North sees no alternative to their goal. Any concession to allowing an opening up of their society to correct the economic situation would lead to their losing control of the information their population receives. This control is necessary to perpetuate the entire myth of the legitimacy and “divine” right to rule of the leadership. Bradner believes all facets of the North’s society revolve around this fact. If true, then the ability to slowly change the DPRK regime or the possibility for a gradual reunification or merging of the two governments is unlikely. While this view does not seem to allow for a great deal of reason to change the status quo in Korea, the US, Japan and the Koreas have attempted to limit the extent of the North’s nuclear program with the 1994 Agreed Framework.

The 1994 Agreed Framework signed by the US and North Korea marked a significant step toward placing the Korean Peninsula in a nuclear-free state. At the core of the agreement were the shutdown of three nuclear reactors that were used for the production of weapons grade plutonium while replacing these reactors with light water reactors (LWRs) that will produce much needed electricity for the North’s economy by 2003. Despite concerns for the success of
the project given the mercurial political landscape surrounding it, the executive director of the Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO), which is building the new power plants, stated that as of March 2001, “we have not lost a day on the critical path” to completion.\textsuperscript{79} Additional parts of the agreement included providing DPRK with 500,000 tons of heavy oil for electricity production until the reactors come on line, continuing IAEA monitoring of DPRK nuclear sites, initiatives to improve trade and lead to normalization of relations between the DPRK and the US, as well as jointly work together for peace and security on the peninsula and for strengthening the international nuclear non proliferation regime.\textsuperscript{80} While the DPRK motives behind this effort may be suspect, any effort to restrain and control nuclear weapons in this way is an important achievement.

In comparison to the WMD reliant state model, North Korea is clearly a good fit. Politically, the DPRK leadership has stated their desire to be respected both regionally and internationally. The ability to be seen both internally and externally as important, which the Agreed Framework has done, directly strengthens the hold on leadership of Kim Jong Il.\textsuperscript{81} The North has consistently used the military situation on the peninsula as a justification for having one of the largest militaries in the world and has sought all means to achieve the ability to overwhelm the defenses of the South if a war broke out. While obviously not the strongest military power in the region, the DPRK leadership continues to divert an incredible 25\% to 33\% of their GDP to field a one million-man force.\textsuperscript{82}

The DPRK military is solely devoted to being capable of invading across the DMZ and securing the peninsula. Whether or not WMD would be needed can be debated but possession of sizeable chemical and biological weapons in combination with delivery by artillery, aircraft and missile both on the peninsula and potentially beyond dramatically complicates the defense
planning of the US and South Korea. Possession of nuclear weapons would likely further limit defensive options. The long pursuit of nuclear arms that the 1994 Agreed Framework sought to stop is still believed to be in progress hidden somewhere below ground in the DPRK.

North Korea’s economic state has made repeated worldwide headlines in the past decade. With seemingly little means of indigenous support, the continued reliance on failed economic ideas of the communist era can explain why the DPRK has resorted to barter of requesting low or no interest loans for aid with mixed success. Basic services are well below that of any industrial state given the amount of expenditures dedicated to defense. Natural resources are scarce to nonexistent especially in the energy sector, which led the DPRK to first seek assistance from the Former Soviet Union (FSU) to build a nuclear reactor and later divert it to produce nuclear material for weapons. Despite this seemingly impossible situation, South Korea believes the north has stockpiled sufficient weapons, fuel and food supplies to sustain a four month assault.

From a scientific perspective, all of the available infrastructure and expertise within the DPRK was derived from assistance programs in the FSU and the PRC. DPRK officials have been actively seeking to renew Russian assistance to rebuild many of their facilities that were constructed in the 1950’s and 60’s. This effort does not seem likely to bear fruit as long as the new Russian economy and its businesses continue to develop as a free market economy.

**Other States Can be Evaluated As Well**

Several countries that have or are likely pursuing nuclear weapons programs can be measured against this emerging nuclear nation model. India and Pakistan have exploded nuclear devices, developed missile systems and are believed to have a growing number of weapons. Each has declared themselves to be nuclear powers. Their political, economic, military and scientific capabilities will likely continue to align for the foreseeable future to support their
efforts with the primary motivation being each other’s program. Libya, while a member in good standing of the NPT according to the IAEA, has long desired acquisition of the needed infrastructure for a nuclear weapons program. Only a lack of foreign support has stopped their desires from being fulfilled. The model does not require all of the elements to be fulfilled. as, for example, in the political dimension, several of the emerging nuclear powers have a democratic form of government. By placing all potential emerging nuclear nations in the “rogue” category, policy makers would be limited in how to deal with all of these nations. Key to the model is its potential use to identify the motivation behind those nations that would be likely to attempt to acquire nuclear weapons. The next step is to develop existing or new diplomatic means, economic options and as needed military capabilities to stem additional proliferation and reduce or if possible eliminate where possible existing nuclear programs. There can be no single approach to success but many existing means will need to be adapted and new programs considered to deal effectively with nuclear proliferation. Policy and theory can be used together to achieve success.

Nonproliferation and Counter-proliferation: Efforts, Capabilities, Shortfalls and Successes

For several decades, a great deal of effort to control the spread of weapons of mass destruction has yielded an international non-proliferation regime. The purpose of these efforts is to check the spread of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons with the ultimate goal of elimination of all WMD capabilities. Consisting of interlocking agreements, verification tools and controls on production of WMD, the non-proliferation regime has seen both success and failure. After pursuing various WMD programs for national interests, Brazil, South Africa, and
Argentina have been persuaded by these agreements and the associated international pressure to eliminate their respective programs.

Other nations have rejected these agreements either in part or total lessening the opportunities to make further progress. Some nations have for various reasons either openly or clandestinely developed, tested, deployed and, as in the case of Iraq and Iran, used their WMD. The case of Iraq is without doubt the best known example of a nation doing all it could to gain a full compliment of WMD, prepare, deploy and employ them in combat while maintaining a public position of the opposite.\(^87\) Their example is not likely unique. Most experts agree that only with the full and continuing support of the five nuclear weapon states (US, UK, France, Russia and China) named in the NPT (known as P-5) will other nations curb and eventually eliminate their WMD programs. While only limited success has been made, with continuing verification efforts and a willingness of the nation being inspected to fully comply with the spirit and intent of the various agreements, actual WMD disarmament can occur. Even the P-5 would eventually have to submit for the goal of WMD disarmament to be reached. As long as any of these nations see a potential or actual threat that can be deterred by the possession of nuclear or other WMD, reductions will be difficult to achieve. Some experts have even begun to see the continuing utility of nuclear weapons as a deterrent not only to similar weapons but also the use of chemical and biological weapons citing Iraq’s restraint from using chemical or biological warheads on their SCUDs in the Gulf War of 1991.\(^88\)

Would the US have used nuclear weapons to retaliate on Iraq? Fortunately, the question was not answered at the time. The problem still lies in the age-old issue of national interest being held up as superior to world security. With the addition of both declared and undeclared nuclear states since the NPT was signed, the calculus for continuing disarmament under the
original “rules” becomes increasingly complicated. Reviewing the status of three of the major arms control efforts (START, NPT, and CWC) can give a better view of some of the needed work to further non-proliferation while suggesting counter-proliferation capabilities that are required for responding if necessary to actual WMD threats or attacks.

**Stalled START: Moving Down to Everybody Else’s Level?**

The on-going effort to reduce the two largest strategic nuclear inventories now embodied in the START treaties has achieved great progress since the height of the Cold War. The US has reduced their deployed strategic nuclear warheads from 10,563 in September 1990 to 7,519 in July 2000 in compliance with START I protocols. Russia has made similar strides a reduction from 10,271 to 6,464 warheads in the same period. The 1997 Helsinki summit saw both nations agree to pursue further reductions in line with START III levels of 2,000-2,500 deployed strategic warheads. Whether or not this will be reached is in question, as the Russian government has proposed further reductions to 1,500 warheads, which the US has not accepted. Seeing a different world after the Cold War, the other major nuclear states whose strategic warhead inventories are well below even the Russian Proposal, China (about 300 strategic warheads), France (less than 500), and the United Kingdom (less than 200) continue to re-evaluate the role nuclear weapons play in their defense strategies. Progress certainly but elimination of nuclear weapons by any of the original five is still too distant to see. With a series of events on the world stage, increasing diplomatic tensions between the US, China and Russia, little progress toward the START III levels can be expected which in turn can only serve to reinforce other nations desire to retain a nuclear deterrent and give emerging nations reason to continue their efforts.
The potential exists for a multi-national effort to develop mutually acceptable avenues to reduce and eliminate nuclear weapons as the NPT envisions but recent events have clouded any prospects. As far as Russian-US bilateral agreements, the NATO campaign against Serbia derailed any near-term hopes for START II. Continuing disagreements on the impact of the stated desire of the US to deploy a national missile defense system (NMD) has also raised questions of the viability of the ABM treaty as well. China remains unwilling to enter any nuclear arms talks until the US and Russia agree to cut their arsenals to a level below 500 warheads or roughly equivalent to their capability. Continued US efforts to field NMD or to provide even a Theater Missile Defense (TMD) for Taiwan would push China into building a larger nuclear force. France and Britain have recently settled with limited nuclear options and are likely to delay any direct debate on nuclear issues until discussions on European defense integration mature.91

NPT: Still Relevant After 1998?

Following the dual pronouncements of India and Pakistan to be nuclear powers in 1998, many believed the non-proliferation effort was mortally wounded just as efforts elsewhere were bearing fruit. Algeria formally acceded to the NPT after placing their nuclear reactor under IAEA controls in the early 1990’s. By 1990, Argentina and Brazil ended their nuclear quests, championed the nuclear-weapons-free-zone for Latin America established in the Treaty of Tlateloco, and joined the NPT. The former Soviet states of Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine have completed transfer of all nuclear warheads on their soil to Russia and have acceded to the NPT. South Africa ended both apartheid and their nuclear program in 1990, joined the NPT in 1991, and received an IAEA declaration of being nuclear-weapons-free in 1994. Each of these
nations had different reasons for developing nuclear weapons, but in the end, each rejected them. The key to assisting other nations to do so may lie in their example.

Despite these successes, the NPT has not deterred further nuclear proliferation. Iraq was thought to be a member of good standing in the NPT before the Gulf War of 1991. Iran still is today. The example of Iraq clearly shows the limits of the NPT. The US believes Iran is following the Iraqi example. Libya has had nuclear ambitions for a number of years and recently discussed the possibility of modernizing the Tajura nuclear research center and its reactor. Proponents of the NPT maintain that even these efforts can be stopped if the five major nuclear nations agree to cooperate and, in turn, gain the cooperation of India, Pakistan, and Israel to prevent the transfer of nuclear weapons related technology and materials.

The real danger of dealing with emerging nuclear states may lie in the lack of indigenous thinking on the related issues. One observer in Karachi recently noted,

“There is almost a complete absence of qualified people with knowledge of arms control and disarmament, particularly in the nuclear field. To overcome this inadequacy, the (Pakistan) government should establish at the earliest, in addition to any official resources, nuclear technology and weapons study departments with appropriate syllabi in Karachi and Islamabad universities, where access to nuclear facilities and expertise is easier. The study of arms control and disarmament should be encouraged at the master’s and doctorate level in different universities.”

One could argue that an entire generation that built the WMD of today will not be available to pass on the intellectual capital necessary to understand and restrain the use of those weapons. The example of sharing command and control methods between the US and the USSR over three decades ago is an example no less relevant to those emerging nuclear states today but if no effort is made to assist them ignorance could lead to disaster. By providing the knowledge and understanding of nuclear strategy and weapons safety, those “mature” nuclear states would be lowering the potential for misues leading to disaster. These efforts should be transparent to the
international community with the intent of achieving the goals of the NPT. Without full participation or oversight of at least the P-5, further proliferation could be accused by any excluded nation.

**CWC: Difficulties From Size and Scope of Chemical Weapons Problem**

An ambitious and widely accepted effort to eliminate chemical weapons as a means to wage war, the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) has over 140 signatories including all of the permanent members of the UN Security Council. Specifically, the CWC “bans:

- Developing, producing, acquiring, stockpiling, or retaining chemical weapons.
- The direct or indirect transfer of chemical weapons.
- Chemical weapons use or military preparation for use.
- Assisting, encouraging, or inducing other states to engage in CWC-prohibited activity.
- The use of riot control agents “as a method of warfare.”

The CWC requires states-parties to declare in writing to the OPCW their chemical weapons stockpiles, chemical weapons production facilities, relevant chemical industry facilities, and plans for destroying weapons and facilities. They must also declare all transfers or receipts of chemical weapons or chemical weapons-production equipment since January 1, 1946 and all riot control agents in their possession.

Similar in concept to the NPT, the CWC has only begun to achieve even limited results.

Despite being the most comprehensive chemical ban since the 1925 Geneva accord, the CWC suffers from two problems. First, chemicals developed for use in WMD can be made in the very same factories that produce chemicals for peaceful purposes. In fact, many of these “weapons” chemicals are used for peaceful purposes. This problem also affects efforts to identify and eliminate biological weapons. The well-publicized attempt by Iraq to portray a suspected chemical/biological weapons site as a “baby milk factory” is one case in point. The issue was again highlighted after the 1998 US cruise missile attack on a site in Sudan thought to
be used to make WMD but may have been a pharmaceutical plant. Willingness of some of the parties to support the CWC directly impacts its success. The other nagging problem limiting the CWC’s success is the absence of signatures from “Iraq, Libya, North Korea, and Syria, all of which CIA Director George Tenet identified in March 2000 as countries that ‘now either possess or are actively pursuing’ chemical weapons capabilities.”

As with any treaty limiting weapons, the key to the CWC lies in its enforcement. The CWC has a robust inspection regime but international funding for the operation has been falling below that needed to accomplish the task. As of March 2001, over 930 inspections have been conducted in 49 countries but the José Bustani, Director-General of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), the CWC’s implementing organization believes several facilities that the treaty covers have not been declared. In an attempt to solicit better support for the OPCW, “Bustani warned that financial problems were reducing the frequency of industry inspections to a level that makes them ‘almost irrelevant.’ He also cited multiple obstacles OPCW inspectors were facing during industry inspections and cautioned that the gap between the CWC negotiators’ intent and actual CWC implementation is growing.”

Banning any class of weapons is difficult unless all nations cooperate and a full inspections program is allowed to work. Progress on the CWC seems at least promising when compared to the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC), which bans development, production, stockpiling, retention, or acquisition of biological agents, or toxins that have no justification for peaceful purposes. This treaty is in force but has no verification or monitoring mechanisms. As long as diplomatic efforts to control nations from developing WMD capabilities fall short of their goals, a mix of policy and capability based on both theory and lessons from past practices is required.
Dealing with the Genie: Developing a New Toolkit

If one accepts the idea that the display of US and allied conventional capability in the 1991 Gulf War against Iraq and the 1999 NATO campaign against Serbia has dramatically altered the perceptions of many nations toward the need for a strategic deterrent, then the international community must begin to develop a range of capabilities or “tools” to stem any renewed efforts to develop and field WMD capabilities. Using the WMD reliant state model as a framework, specific tools can be designed to have impact on political, economic, military, and scientific characteristics the model identifies. Such tools can act on each characteristic individually, across several and even all within the states targeted and will likely engage the international community as well. The key to any of the tools’ success is that it be matched to the task presented. The concepts provided here are not an exhaustive list of possibilities nor they necessarily dependent on other tools for nonproliferation success. This “toolkit” is offered as starting point for improving national, regional, and international non-proliferation and counterproliferation efforts.

Political Tools: Furthering and Expanding the Non-Proliferation Regime

Despite worthy efforts on the part of the international community to reverse the spread of WMD, the number of states that have continued to rely on or seek these capabilities has continued to grow. Finding acceptable political solutions to this problem is obviously a complex and enormous undertaking but not without possibilities. By focusing on means to reducing the emerging states’ desire to possess WMD, international efforts can bear fruit. One possible template is the 1994 Agreed Framework to halt North Korea’s nuclear program. By direct negotiation and offering to “buy out” a nascent nuclear program, this effort sets a useful precedent for other emerging WMD situations. Key to this agreement was the understanding of
the need of the North Korean leadership to be respected on the world stage, gain a level of equivalence with South Korea, and find a means to provide assistance to their poor economy. The ultimate success of the program lies with the DPRK’s compliance with the framework, which included a provision that acknowledged their responsibility to live up to the NPT.

At the other end of the WMD ownership spectrum, the success of the US sponsored Nunn-Lugar Program cannot be understated. Begun by the US legislature in 1991 as a means to assist newly created states of the former Soviet Union to become nuclear weapons free, Nunn-Lugar has spent more than $2.7 billion (or less than one-third of one percent of the annual US defense budget) removing more than 5,000 strategic warheads from service. The program successfully prevented three new nations from becoming nuclear powers in their own right risking potential military conflict with Russia.

Eliminating the nuclear weapons of Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Belarus who were the third, fourth, and eighth largest nuclear powers respectively after the breakup of the Soviet Union, the decade long work of the Nunn-Lugar program resulted in a reduction of nuclear arsenals that were greater in numbers than those of Great Britain, France and China combined. Nunn-Lugar efforts have also been underway in Russia as well including the dismantling of numerous ballistic missile capable submarines. While the US political will to continue the program in Russia has recently been questioned as relations between the two largest nuclear nations became strained, the obvious benefits of the program by reducing the level of potential nuclear proliferation cannot be overstated. The initiation of international efforts modeled on Nunn-Lugar for nuclear, biological, chemical and missile program elimination would seem an obvious next step in reversing the tide of proliferation.
To best encourage weapons elimination programs, adoption, enhancement and enforcement of inspection regimes within the existing agreements of the non-proliferation regime are paramount. The example of the UN mission in Iraq shows the necessity of exposing even part of an emerging WMD states programs in order to eliminate them. In conjunction with inspections, international media can serve to reinforce inspection findings as well as provide a platform for exposing clandestine efforts to obtain WMD leading to further efforts to identify, inspect and eliminate them. The media has a unique role in keeping WMD proliferation and arms control efforts on the international agenda. Ultimately, governments respond to public pressure to take action and quite often the “CNN factor” can fuel the political engine to move.

To fill the gaps in the various non-proliferation agreements, states can adopt regulations to promote governmental and non-governmental compliance with the spirit and intent of the non-proliferation regime. The ability to control the sale and transfer of WMD technology has been shown both in the reported slowing of various nuclear efforts and the increase in awareness and enforcement of appropriate export/import restrictions. Governments can identify and adopt both national and international interagency means to assist in the identification of proliferation. These same efforts can be used to promote efforts to respond to accidents, incidents or even to deal with the effects of an attack. This is especially important in response to chemical and biological emergencies.

As the leading international political body, the UN can be a more influential forum for reducing the desire to acquire WMD. Serious study should be done to consider changes to the structure of the UN Security Council, which would serve to decouple permanent member status from nuclear weapon ownership. One of the possible political reasons for acquiring nuclear weapons is related to the level of prestige and influence accorded to the permanent members of
the UNSC. While relinquishment of permanent status or extension to emerging nuclear nations is not a near-term reality, universal acceptance of any UN backed non-proliferation or WMD elimination program or agreement can be enhanced by altering the perception that owning nuclear weapons leads to a permanent seat at the UNSC. In line with this study, serious consideration should be given to UN sponsored development of effective, instantaneous communication means between WMD capable states (declared or not) similar in concept to the US-USSR nuclear hotline that could also allow UNSC visibility and crisis management assistance.

Given the likely lack of sophistication of emerging WMD capable states’ command and control systems, any effort improve these systems can serve to avert compromise of their weapons, their actual use based on false attack intelligence, and deter opposing forces attempts to decapitate them. Improving emerging WMD nations’ command and control capabilities can also serve to provide increased transparency of the WMD programs of the nations involved. While serving initially to reduce the potential for open conflict involving WMD, this transparency improves the potential for dialog leading to reductions and elimination of the programs with international sponsorship. The experiences shared by the US and Russia in the Cold War and during the Nunn-Lugar program needs to be actively shared internationally.

**Economic Tools: Tying Trade and Prosperity to Nonproliferation**

Growth of international trade has been widely credited with modernizing the economies of many nations and can act as a means to reduce the requirement for WMD. As the WMD reliant state model indicates, many of the emerging nuclear states have serious economic difficulties that drive their desire to seek WMD capabilities as a “cheaper” alternative to conventional forces. These states are typically dependent on foreign trade for a sizeable portion
of their hard currency needs. Considerable progress could be made on reversing proliferation if
trade agreements and international financial aid where required to be structured to include
language that make the deal contingent on compliance with existing arms control efforts. This
can and should include direct offers of assistance targeted for WMD reduction and where
possible elimination of WMD programs. Non-government contractors did some 85 percent of
the work performed on the Nunn-Lugar projects with significant amounts of direct employment
being generated in the host countries.102 In conjunction with international aid, targeted
development projects should be aimed at resolving the underlying economic issues that support a
regime’s decision to defend the nation with WMD. The Cold War arms trading behavior still
exists as a source of profit and hard currency for many nations including the US. By improving
support of the non-proliferation regime, other areas of economic development can replace arms
trading as a source of prosperity for the affected nations.

One area of promise for conversion of national desires and military systems to
commercial use is in space lift and access to space. Today, space lift is truly an international
endeavor with both government and commercial programs demonstrating the ability and
willingness to orbit any satellite if the owner can afford the cost. As the record of the MCTR
indicates, keeping separate track of systems needed for spacelift and those systems that can be
employed as military ballistic missiles is problematic. While access to space is not legally
exclusive to those nations that possess the capability, providing access to space through launch
assistance can reduce attempts to develop missiles for military purposes under the guise of
national space efforts. In an effort to halt North Korean No Dong missile tests and encourage
regional stability, for example, the US is considering a DPRK offer to have another nation
launch DPRK satellites.103 Commercial space is a growth industry that can be a means for
enabling positive impacts to a states’ economy while attempting to limit the number of states that possess intercontinental range missiles.

**Military Efforts to Limit WMD Threats**

From a military perspective, controlling the spread of WMD requires a broad range of efforts that ultimately have two purposes: preparing defenses against an WMD attack and developing offensive capabilities to both deter and respond to threats. NATO’s recent effort to re-evaluate its nuclear posture has yielded a parallel effort to address regional non-proliferation and if necessary counter-proliferation efforts. NATO’s goals include:

- Build consensus on the NBC threat, need for defense and counterforce measures,
- Embed counterproliferation as an organizing principle in every facet of NATO defense activity,
- Adapt NATO’s deterrence posture to new threats,
- Reduce potential Alliance vulnerabilities and safeguard the ability of NATO forces, to accomplish missions despite NBC threat or attack,
- Reorient NATO toward power projection through defense planning; and
- Provide a venue for France to participate in defense policy planning discussions.\(^{104}\)

Even long time militarily independent, NATO member France has seen great benefit in working closely within the alliance to deal with potential WMD threats especially on NATO’s southern flank.\(^{105}\) In other regions beyond Europe, defensive efforts should work within established regional security organizations and where possible engage other nations in dialog on WMD as well as other security measures. NATO’s Partnership for Peace, an associate organization to the alliance, which involves virtually all European nations in defense discussions, could be used as a template for regional security forums. Discussion of non-proliferation of WMD can and should be among the key issues continuously discussed and acted upon in these organizations.
Clearly, as the one nation most likely to lead any effort to restrain WMD proliferation, the US should retain and continue to develop improvements to its credible deterrent capabilities. Each of the four main aspects of WMD (nuclear, biological, chemical, and missile systems) requires a range of military defenses to be countered. For over 55 years, the US WMD deterrent was built on the foundation of nuclear forces. As the US has found new concepts and conventional capabilities, nuclear forces have faded from the front rank of both defense considerations as well as the conscious of policymakers and the US public. Whether or not US conventional capabilities have reached the point of replacement for the nuclear arsenal is one of debate. Advances in US conventional capabilities obviously serve a wider range of military objectives in all points along a spectrum from peace to war than nuclear weapons. However, until US conventional capabilities can clearly replace the deterrent effect that nuclear weapons have on potential enemies, the US requirement for a nuclear force remains. Only its size and appropriate modernization programs need to be addressed. As argued earlier, the importance of neither side of this equation, conventional nor nuclear power, is lost on those nations that believe they are or could be adversaries of the US. Nuclear reliant or emerging nations could easily justify their WMD programs as a defense against either. In recent years, the US has specifically amended its nuclear arms strategy to permit responding to an enemy NBC attack but not without a great deal of debate on the potential disproportional effect such a response would have.106

The deterrent capability of any US force would best be measured by the response of potential adversaries. The use of nuclear weapons has always been best seen as a political act, which would have long-term impacts on international relations far beyond the military effects. The fact that nuclear weapons were only used in anger twice is no insurance for a future aggressor. The key to any decision to retain or modernize the US nuclear force should be
balanced against a realistic assessment of their future utility. For the foreseeable future, a credible, reliable, and redundant nuclear force is still a US requirement. The continuing spread of WMD programs serves to sustain it.

Conventional US capabilities that compliment nuclear forces in deterring the use of an aggressor nation’s conventional and WMD forces are logical and appropriate. A wide range of US DOD of counter-proliferation programs have been proposed and several have been developed and fielded including weapons specifically designed to destroy chemical and biological weapons. Key elements required for successful employment of these weapons include accurate intelligence on potential targets, matching the right weapon to the right target, accurate assessments of potential collateral or direct damage to include possible release of NBC agents into the environment of the targeted state or its neighbors. Given the current difficulty of limiting these effects, further advancements are likely required before use of these capabilities can be widely accepted for use. Seeking an appropriate and robust mix of conventional and nuclear forces is appropriate until international acceptance of and compliance with the non-proliferation regime is achieved. The current US DoD’s Counterproliferation policy has three major objectives:

- Support overall U. S. Government efforts to prevent the acquisition of NBC weapons and their associated delivery systems;
- Support overall U. S. Government efforts to roll back proliferation where it has occurred;
- Deter and prevent the effective use of NBC/ M against the U. S., its allies, and U. S. and allied forces; and
- Adapt U. S. military forces, and their associated planning, doctrine, and training, to operate effectively when confronted with the presence, threatened use, or actual use of NBC/ M.
The April 2000 report to Congress of the US DoD Counterproliferation Program Review Committee (CPRC), which oversees all US military counterproliferation efforts, identifies some 43 projects in its review of the top 14 DoD areas for capability enhancements priorities list. These areas include the traditional military tasks of NBC defenses, NBC threat identification and targeting as well as efforts to support the US Department of Energy and the intelligence communities in export control activities and inspections and monitoring of arms control agreements.\textsuperscript{109}

One element of any defensive measures should include development of an international WMD rapid response team that can provide warning, crisis response planning and response management to nuclear, biological, or chemical accidents that may be beyond the host nation’s capability to manage. Several nations have various teams with a range of capability but an international team would likely provide access to a wider range of capabilities and knowledge than a single nation could gather. This team could serve the dual purpose of disaster response and equally importantly crisis avoidance. The joint US-Russian center established for dealing with the potential Y2K induced false missile launch warnings in both nations strategic warning systems is an example of successful joint cooperation and transparency just such an international WMD rapid response team could achieve.\textsuperscript{110} National teams may not be granted needed access to deal with a crisis in time.

Another needed international program to lower the risk of WMD use where the US can take the lead is in assisting emerging WMD states, especially those who have nuclear weapons, is in providing expertise in developing and deploying a effective command and control systems. As Peter Feaver’s work suggests his framework for considering the likely command and control systems of emerging nuclear states could serve as a “framework to evaluate proposals for
managing nuclear proliferation and cautions against any policy that ignores the need for balance in new nuclear command and control systems.” Feaver suggests proliferators be assisted to develop assertive system (one with sufficient controls that retain decision making on their use at the national leadership level) because inadvertent use of these weapons is more likely than decapitation (hard to do practically). By using a variety of confidence building measures including hot lines, agreements to notify participating nations of military exercises planned in their region and where possible provisions for observers in the exercises, both emerging WMD states and established world powers can establish a lower level of WMD threat. Feaver believes:

“Accordingly, it may make sense to share some command and control information with those proliferators who, despite our best efforts and fervent wishes, successfully cross the nuclear threshold but fail to develop adequately assertive command and control systems.”

Certainly, this effort will not be accomplished without stirring some debate on its purpose and value. As in the US-USSR effort four decades ago, the additional security gained from a more sophisticated and assertive command and control system outweighs any political or economic cost. The best avenue to approach acceptance of this concept initially is the international scientific community.

**Scientific and Academic Opportunities to Foster WMD Limits**

Efforts in the scientific arena should seek to foster international academic forums to enhance international understanding of WMD issues. From adapting current curricula to adding specific programs at universities designed to widen understanding of the complex nature of policy and strategy related to security studies in general and WMD issues specifically. Offering courses that include such topics as nuclear arms history, arms control policy, deterrence theory
and strategy can serve to assist governments in dealing with legacy WMD capabilities as well as potentially resisting efforts to acquire WMD. Cooperative research efforts with international sponsorship should be encouraged and funded. Academic institutions including international think tanks should promote curricula, conferences, papers, and studies that focus on understanding the evolving international security environment with a focus on controlling, reducing and working toward elimination of WMD.

One avenue might be to engage leading experts from international peace movements, academia (particularly those in states with diplomatic relations with WMD reliant states), and defense establishments in a series of conferences to explore the new strategic landscape that multi-state WMD possession poses. As arms control is ultimately an expensive undertaking in any venue, international cooperation to provide needed education is essential. Some nations will obviously be unwilling to send students to universities in states with which they do not have good relations. Others may not accept students from states they consider hostile. If the effort is internationally sponsored (potentially under UN auspices), a common academic effort could be offered initially to a number of universities worldwide with fellowships being granted to students from less capable nations.

If the model described in this paper holds, nations seeking new WMD capabilities would likely lack these resources or desire to divert funding from their WMD programs. Some WMD reliant state leaders may even want to limit increased understanding out of fear for their position, from the desire to limit exposure to external ideology, or simply from a mistrust of foreign assistance. The future leaders in these states are exactly the target audience for understanding the new “world” their nations have entered by considering or gaining WMD capability especially nuclear arms. Even the existing nuclear nations need to consider the impact of the likely
diminishing pool of strategic arms experts both within and outside of their governments. Any successful effort to directly address the mindset that perceives acquisition of WMD as a counter to conventional military capabilities must start with education of WMD reliant states, both leadership and scientists. The US and its partners (potentially all of the P-5) are uniquely capable of developing programs that deal with nonproliferation failures and effectively address the continuing global need to reduce the threat of WMD use.

**Conclusion**

The rise of the US conventional superiority as demonstrated in Iraq and Serbia can be linked to states that have actively sought to acquire WMD and missile technology as a deterrent to both the US and regional enemies. While other reasons can contribute to the desire to possess these capabilities such as national prestige or increased influence in international forums, these WMD reliant states perceive the advantage of placing concern that these weapons might be used in the minds of the publics and leadership of their enemies. The drive to acquire these “equalizers” creates a more dangerous world than that of a decade ago. By understanding the underlying contributing factors that motivate these states to develop WMD, policy makers can seek opportunities to leverage 55 years of experience with nuclear arms in the development of counter-proliferation and non-proliferation policies, programs, and capabilities.

Reversing the late 20th century trend toward additional proliferation while ensuring adequate deterrence for their own populations is a key 21st century problem for the US and NATO. Successful strategies to achieve progress will include a mix of political, military, economic and scientific efforts both from individual nations and more importantly the combined efforts of the international community. The non-proliferation regime has had some limited success but must be strengthened to achieve the desired goals especially in the area of biological
weapons where no inspection protocols are yet established. For the US, continued reliance on nuclear weapons as the foundation of deterrence of WMD use is recommended as are continued advances in conventional capabilities. The US should take the initiative to lead the international community to develop consensus on limiting WMD proliferation, reversing proliferation where it exists and creating the means to safely control and eventually eliminate existing WMD stockpiles as has been successfully demonstrated by the Nunn-Lugar program. One former US Air Force general has been a leader in reversing the proliferation of the Cold War that has begun to multiply in the 21st century:

“General (ret'd.) George Lee Butler, former C-in-C of the United States Strategic Command, who was one of a very few nuclear war planners to evaluate the entirety of the 12,500 targets in the U.S.' single integrated operational plan (SIOP) for using nuclear weapons and reduced it down to 3,000 targets, concluded: "I long ago took to heart the words of Omar Bradley, spoken virtually a half century ago, when he observed, having seen the aftermath of the bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, thus: ‘We live in an age of nuclear giants and ethical infants. We live in a world that has achieved brilliance without wisdom, power without conscience. We've unlocked the mysteries of the atom and forgotten the lessons of the Sermon on the Mount. We know more about war than we know about peace, more about killing than we know about living.’“

The increased complexity of today’s international security environment requires a reassessment of our approaches to dealing with the threats of WMD proliferation. We must address the need for effective international efforts to keep the unthinkable from happening.
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